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Abstract. The Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations with generalized Frumkin-Butler-Volmer bound-
ary conditions (PNP-FBV) describe ion transport with Faradaic reactions, and have applications in a
number of fields. In this article, we develop an adaptive time-stepping scheme for the solution of the
PNP-FBV equations based on two time-stepping methods: a fully implicit (BDF2) method, and an
implicit-explicit (SBDF2) method. We present simulations under both current and voltage boundary
conditions and demonstrate the ability to simulate a large range of parameters, including any value
of the singular perturbation parameter . When the underlying dynamics is one that would have the
solutions converge to a steady-state solution, we observe that the adaptive time-stepper based on
the SBDF2 method produces solutions that “nearly” converge to the steady state and that, simul-
taneously, the time-step sizes stabilize to a limiting size dt∞. In the companion to this article [1],
we linearize the SBDF2 scheme about the steady-state solution and demonstrate that the linearized
scheme is conditionally stable. This conditional stability is the cause of the adaptive time-stepper’s
behaviour. While the adaptive time-stepper based on the fully-implicit (BDF2) method is not sub-
ject to such time-step constraints, the required nonlinear solve yields run times that are significantly
longer.
Key words. Poisson-Nernst-Planck Equations, Semi-Implicit Methods, IMEX Methods, BDF2,
SBDF2, Adaptive Time Stepping, Conditional Linear Stability
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1. Introduction. The Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equations describe the trans-
port of charged species subject to diffusion and electromigration. They have wide
applicability in electrochemistry, and have been used to model a number of differ-
ent systems, including porous media [2, 3, 4, 5], microelectrodes [6, 7], ion-exchange
membranes [8, 9], electrokinetic phenomena [10, 11, 12], ionic liquids [13, 14], electro-
chemical thin films [15, 16, 17], fuel cells [18], supercapacitors [19], and more.
The one-dimensional, nondimensionalized PNP equations for a media with 2 mo-
bile species is
∂c±
∂t
= − ∂
∂x
[
−∂c±
∂x
− z± c± ∂φ
∂x
]
, t > 0, x ∈ (0, 1),(1)
−2 ∂
2φ
∂x2
=
1
2
(z+ c+ + z− c−) , x ∈ (0, 1),(2)
where c± and z± are the concentration and charge number of the positive/negative ion,
φ is the potential and  is the ratio of the Debye screening length to the interelectrode
width L. We consider a model in which the anion has no charge-transfer reactions at
the electrode: c− has zero flux boundary conditions. The cation is assumed to have a
reaction at the electrode involving the transfer of one electron; this is modelled using
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generalized Frumkin-Butler-Volmer (FBV) boundary conditions:
−
(
−∂c−
∂x
− c− ∂φ
∂x
) ∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
(
−∂c−
∂x
− c− ∂φ
∂x
) ∣∣∣∣
x=1
= 0(3)
−
(
−∂c+
∂x
− c+ ∂φ
∂x
) ∣∣∣∣
x=0
= F (t) := 4kc,a c+(0, t) e
−0.5 ∆φleft − 4 jr,a e0.5 ∆φleft ,(4) (
−∂c+
∂x
− c+ ∂φ
∂x
) ∣∣∣∣
x=1
= G(t) := 4kc,c c+(1, t) e
−0.5 ∆φright − 4 jr,c e0.5 ∆φright ,(5)
where kc,a, kc,c, jr,a, and jr,c are reaction rate parameters; the second letter in the
subscripts (a and c) refer to the anode and cathode, respectively. Equations (4)–(5)
model the electrodeposition reaction
(6) C+ + e− −−⇀↽− M
where M represents the electrode material. There is a compact layer of charge, called
the Stern layer, that occurs in the electrolyte next to an electrode surface [20, 21].
In equations (4)–(5), ∆φleft and ∆φright refer to the potential differences across the
Stern layers that occur at the anode and cathode respectively. Specifically,
(7) ∆φleft = φanode − φ(0, t) = −φ(0, t), ∆φright = φcathode − φ(1, t) = v(t)− φ(1, t)
where the potential at the anode has been set to zero and v(t) denotes the potential
at the cathode.
The Poisson equation (2) uses a mixed (or Robin) boundary condition [15, 16, 17],
− δ ∂φ
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
= ∆φleft := −φ(0, t),(8)
+ δ
∂φ
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=1
= ∆φright := v(t)− φ(1, t),(9)
where δ is the ratio of the compact layer thickness to L. Finally, there is an ODE
which ensures conservation of electrical current at the electrode [22, 23],
(10) − 
2
2
d
dt
φx(1, t) = jext(t)−
[
kc,c c+ (1, t) e
−0.5 ∆φright − jr,c e0.5 ∆φright
]
,
where jext(t) is the current through the device. We refer to the PNP equations with
the generalized Frumkin-Butler-Volmer boundary conditions as the PNP-FBV system.
Considering more than two charged species or reactions involving the transfer of
more than one electron is a straight-forward generalization [24, 25]. If the model is
extended to include adsorption effects at the electrodes, there would be an additional
ODE describing the dynamics of the fraction of surface coverage for each electrode
[26]. If, in addition, the model included temperature and heat transport, there would
be another PDE for the temperature [26]. In this work however, we limit ourselves to
just the PNP-FBV system of equations.
The device is operated in two regimes — either the current or the voltage at
the cathode is externally controlled. If the voltage at the cathode, v(t), is externally
controlled then the the PNP-FBV system (1)–(2) with boundary conditions (3)–(5)
and (7)–(9) are numerically solved, determining c± and φ. The current is found a
postiori using equation (10). If the current, jext(t), is externally controlled, then
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equation (10) is part of the PNP-FBV system and the ODE is numerically solved
along with the PDEs, determining c±, φ, and φx(1, t) simultaneously. The voltage
v(t) is then found a postiori.
Though many workers in the field have approximated solutions to the PNP-FBV
system using asymptotic methods [27, 28], a numerical method is needed to obtain
a full solution. A key mathematical aspect of the PNP-FBV system is that the
parameter  acts as a singular perturbation to the system and results in the formation
of boundary layers [29]. This makes numerical simulation of the PNP-FBV system
especially challenging.
In general, there are several properties of a numerical method that need to be
established so as to allow the solver for the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations to be
stable and provide accurate results. The first is a nonuniform mesh in space, which
is useful because the potential and concentration distributions near the electrode can
change significantly over short distances. The mesh near the boundaries should be
finer than the mesh in the middle of the domain, where the concentration and potential
are nearly constant. Secondly, many electrochemical systems of interest are subject to
sudden changes of forcing, with long periods of relaxation with constant or no forcing
in between. This, along with the transient dynamics driven by the initial data, gives
the problem more than one timescale.
One of the first contributions to the field of time-stepping methods for the Poisson-
Nernst-Planck equations, was by Cohen and Cooley [30], who used an explicit time-
stepping method with predictor-corrector time-step refinement to solve the electroneu-
tral equations with constant current. The next contribution was by Sandifer and Buck
[31], who solved a system of equations with time-independent Nernst-Planck equations
with constant current and an implicit, iterative method to step the displacement field.
Brumleve and Buck [32] solved the full PNP equations with Chang-Jaffe boundary
conditions using Backward Euler time-stepping. In Brumleve and Buck’s method,
time-steps were allowed to be variable, but were not adjusted during each step; the
method given in the original publication still sees use in more modern work [33]. Mur-
phy et. al. [34] solved the full PNP-FBV system with adaptive steps by treating the
discretized parabolic-elliptic system as a differential-algebraic system of ODE’s and
algebraic equations, and used a variable-order Gear’s method [35]. It is also worth
mentioning here the work of Scharfetter and Gummel [36], who gave a numerical
method to solve the drift-diffusion equations (an analogue of the PNP equations in
semiconductor physics) using Crank-Nicolson time-stepping.
A recent work where the time-dependent PNP equations are solved is Soestber-
gen, Biesheuvel and Bazant [23] (with FBV) who used the commercial finite element
software COMSOL, which uses BDF and the generalized-α method [37]. Another is
Britz and Strutwolf [38], who simulate a liquid junction using BDF with constant
time-steps. Britz [39] also outlines various explicit and implicit multistep methods in
his book on computational solutions to the PNP equations. Our present work differs
from previous attempts (notably Murphy et. al.) by using a splitting method for
the parabolic-elliptic system (1)–(2) rather than treating them as a system of DAE’s,
and differs from other modern computational methods [40] by controlling time-steps
adaptively.
In this article, we develop and test adaptive time-steppers for the PNP-FBV
system with error control. This will allow the time-stepper to automatically de-
tect changes in time scales and vary the step size accordingly. One of the adaptive
time-steppers is based on a second-order variable step-size, semi-implicit, backward
differentiation formula (Variable Step-size Semi-implicit Backwards Differentiation
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Formula, or VSSBDF2 [41]). Its constant step-size counterpart (Semi-implicit Back-
wards Differentiation Formula, or SBDF2) is used as a time-stepping scheme in a
variety of fields in science, engineering and computational mathematics. Axelsson et.
al. [42], for example, used SBDF2 with constant steps to solve the time-dependent
Navier-Stokes equations. Lecoanet et. al. [43] used a similar method to model com-
bustion equations in stars, and Linde, Persson and Sydow [44] used it to solve the
Black-Scholes equation in computational finance. An example of an adaptive SBDF2
time-stepping scheme can be found in Rosam, Jimack and Mullis [45], who use it to
study a problem in binary alloy solidification. In their Figure 4, they appear to show
time-steps relaxing to a constant value (i.e. thresholding), but the reason is not given:
they report that it is related to the tolerance set in the adaptive time-stepper.
The other adaptive time-stepper we develop is based on a second-order Variable
Step-size, fully implicit, Backward Differentiation Formula (VSBDF2). Its constant
step-size counterpart (BDF2) has the advantage of being unconditionally stable when
applied to linear systems that have asymptotically stable steady states. An example
of VSBDF2 is Eckert et. al. [46], who use it to model electroplasticity; their scheme
is fully implicit and they do not report any kind of instability or time step constraint.
However, for nonlinear problems, this numerical stability comes at the cost of needing
to perform a computationally expensive nonlinear solve at each time-step.
We find that when the underlying dynamics of the PNP-FBV system are such
that solutions converge to a steady-state solution, the VSSBDF2 adaptive timestepper
does not take larger and larger time-step sizes until reaching a user-defined maximum
time-step size dtmax. In fact, we observe that the solution gets close to, but fails to
converge to, the stable steady state and, simultaneously, the time-step sizes stabilize
at a limiting step size dt∞. We also observe this limiting-time-step-size behaviour in
simulations of systems that have rapidly changing voltage or current forcing as long
as the times of rapid change are sufficiently separated in time that the solution is
relaxing to a steady state in the time intervals between the rapid changes.
In comparison, when the underlying solution is relaxing to a steady-state solution,
the VSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper can take time-steps to be arbitrarily large, up to
a user-specified maximum time-step dtmax. Although the time-steps can be large, we
find that the run time for the fully implicit scheme is longer than for the semi-implicit
scheme, despite its stability constraint, due to the nonlinear solve necessary at each
time-step.
In the companion article [1] we perform a linear stability analysis of the SBDF2
scheme about the steady-state solution, and demonstrate that the scheme is condi-
tionally stable with a step size stability threshold dt∗. We demonstrate that it is
this underlying stability constraint that causes the VSSBDF2 adaptive timestepper
to have a limiting time-step size, and present numerical evidence that dt∞ = dt∗. We
find that varying the tolerance set in the adaptive time-stepper does not affect the
limiting step size dt∞.
While the methods we present in the current work are directly applicable to
achieving faster and more accurate solutions of the PNP-FBV equations, they are
also relevant in general to systems of coupled parabolic-elliptic equations. Also, the
stability analysis in the companion paper could also be used for any multistep implicit-
explicit scheme.
This article is structured as follows. Subsection 2.1 presents the temporal dis-
cretization and Subsections 2.4 and 2.5 present the spatial discretization. Subsections
2.2–2.3 present the adaptive stepping and error control algorithms. Subsection 2.6
discusses how to apply the time-stepping scheme to the PNP-FBV system. In Section
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3, we apply the scheme to the PNP-FBV system and study its performance including
the effect of the singular perturbation parameter . In Appendix A we present the
derivation of the local truncation error formula.
2. The Numerical Method.
2.1. Time-Stepping. Multistep schemes such as backwards differentiation for-
mulae, Adams-Bashforth, and Crank-Nicolson methods have long been applied in
computational fluid mechanics to time step advection-diffusion ODEs (see Chapter
4.4 of [47]) where both the diffusion and advection terms are linear.
Semi-implicit, or implicit-explicit schemes, are useful when ODEs or contain both
linear stiff terms and nonlinear terms which are difficult to handle using implicit
methods. Consider the ODE u′ = f(u) + g(u) where f(u) is a nonlinear term and
g(u) is a stiff linear term. Given un−1 at time tn−1 = tn − dtold and un at time tn,
un+1 at time tn+1 = tn + dtnow is determined via
(11) SBDF2:
1
dt
(
3
2
un+1 − 2un + 1
2
un−1
)
= 2 f(un)− f(un−1) + g(un+1),
where the superscript notation denotes time levels: un approximates u(tn) (see, for
example, [48, 49]).
Our VSSBDF2 adaptive timestepper is based on a second-order variable step-size
implicit-explicit backwards differencing formula, introduced by Wang and Ruuth [41],
as a generalization of the SBDF2 scheme:
VSSBDF2:
1
dtnow
(
1 + 2ω
1 + ω
un+1 − (1 + ω)un + ω
2
1 + ω
un−1
)
= (1 + ω)f(un)− ωf(un−1) + g(un+1),(12)
where ω = dtnow/dtold. We use this scheme for (1) with term c±,xx implicit (like g)
and the term z± (c± φx)x explicit (like f). We chose this scheme because the PDEs
for the concentration (1) are advection diffusion equations; this scheme was shown
to have favorable stability properties compared to the other IMEX schemes based on
numerical experiments on Burger’s equation [41].
A one-step semi-implicit scheme is used for the first time-step
(13)
1
dt
(
u1 − u0) = f(u0) + g(u1).
To compare the semi-implicit schemes to fully implicit schemes, we also consider the
second-order backwards differencing formula, BDF2,
(14) BDF2:
1
dt
(
3
3
un+1 − 2un + 1
2
un−1
)
= g(un+1).
Our VSBDF2 adaptive timestepper is based on the second-order variable step-size
backwards differencing formula which is a generalization of the BDF2 scheme:
(15) VSBDF2:
1
dtnow
(
1 + 2ω
1 + ω
un+1 − (1 + ω)un + ω
2
1 + ω
un−1
)
= g(un+1),
where ω = dtnow/dtold. Here, g represents c±,xx + z± (c± φx)x. Backward Euler is
used for the first time-step
(16)
1
dt
(
u1 − u0) = g(u1).
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2.2. Error Approximation and Extrapolation. If one is using a non-adaptive
time-stepper then the time steps tn, n = 0, 1, . . . are chosen before computing un,
n = 0, 1, . . . , An adaptive time-stepper chooses the time-step size dtnow based on
already-computed quantities. For example, using the values un−1, un−
1
2 and un at
times tn− dtold, tn− dtold/2 and tn we choose a time-step size dtnow so that the local
truncation error (LTE) is “small enough” but not “too small”. This is done as follows.
First, we choose a candidate time-step: dtnow = dtold, for example. We then take one
“coarse” step from tn− dtold and tn to tn + dtnow, using un−1 and un to create un+1c .
Next, we take one “fine” step from tn − dtold/2 and tn to tn + dtnow/2, using un−1/2f
and un to create u
n+1/2
f and take a second fine step from t
n and tn + dtnow/2, using
un and u
n+1/2
f to create u
n+1
f . We use u
n+1
c and u
n+1
f to estimate the local truncation
error; if the error is acceptable we advance in time. If the error is unacceptable we
choose a new dtnow and try again. This scheme is shown in Figure 1. Note that in the
figure, dtnow > dtold; this would happen in the first attempt if the local truncation
error was “too small”. Given the two approximations un+1c and u
n+1
f of the solution
u cun+1nun-1
Coarse Step
Fine Half-Step
n+1ufnuun-1
Fine Half-Step
dtold dtnow
Fig. 1: Coarse/fine time-stepping scheme. First a coarse time-step uses un−1 and un to
create un+1c . Then a fine time-step uses u
n− 1
2
f and u
n to create u
n+ 1
2
f and another fine
time-step uses un and u
n+ 1
2
f to create u
n+1
f In the diagram, open circles indicate values
from fine half-steps.
at time tn + dtnow, one can use them to approximate the local truncation error (see
Appendix A):
(17) n+1c =
8 (dtold + dtnow)
7dtold + 5dtnow
(
un+1c − un+1f
)
≈ un+1c − u(tn+1).
We use this approximation of c when testing whether to use dtnow or to coarsen or
refine it. If dtnow has been accepted, we can then use u
n+1
f and u
n+1
c to construct an
approximation un+1 which has smaller truncation error. Specifically, un+1 is a linear
combination of the form un+1 = αun+1c + βu
n+1
f with coefficients
(18) α = − dtold + 3 dtnow
7 dtold + 5 dtnow
, β = 8
dtold + dtnow
7 dtold + 5 dtnow
.
The local truncation error for un+1 is one order higher than the local truncation errors
for un+1c and u
n+1
f (see Appendix A). Note that if dtnow = dtold then (18) reduces to
the standard Richardson extrapolation formula for second-order schemes.
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2.3. Adaptive time-Stepping. The adaptive scheme seeks a time-step dtnow
such that the (approximate) local truncation error n+1c ∈ (tol − range, tol + range).
In practice, we have used a relationship such as tol = 10−6 and range = tol/3. The
scheme has user-specified parameters: tol, range, dtmin, dtmax, imax, ηmin, and ηmax.
1. Set the loop counter, i, to 1 and set dt1 = dtold, where dt
i is the ith guess at
a value for dtnow.
2. (a) Take coarse and fine steps to compute un+1c and u
n+1
f and use (17) to
approximate ic. Use the multistep scheme for n > 1 and equation (12)
with ω = 0 (single-step) for the first time-step.
(b) Compute ic and check if |ic − tol| < range. If yes, go to step 5.
3. Check the loop counter. If imax attempts have been made trying to find
an acceptable value for dtnow and |ic| > tol+ range, then set dtnow to dtmin.
Alternatively, if at any time dtnow > dtmax, then set dtnow to dtmax. Compute
the resulting un+1c and u
n+1
f , and go to step 5.
4. Increment the loop counter by 1 and make a guess at dtnow based on equation
(19) with p = 3 (the order of the local truncation error) and return to step 2
(19) dti+1 = dti min
(
max
((
tol
ic
)1/p
, ηmin
)
, ηmax
)
5. Advance in time, setting dtnow = dt
i, tn+1 = tn+dtnow and use (18) to define
un+1.
imax is the maximum number of allowed iterations per time-step, and dtmin and dtmax
are the minimum and maximum allowed time-steps, respectively. dtmin is set so that
the simulation completes in a reasonable period of time; we used values in the range
10−10 to 10−8 for runs up to around time 50.
Equation (19) is a natural extension of refinement strategies for single step schemes,
where p is the order of the local truncation error (LTE). It is based on the idea that
the LTE satisfies i ≈ C (dti)p, so setting dti+1 = ( toli )1/p dti will bring i+1 closer to
tol. The role of ηmin and ηmax in (19) is to prevent dt
i+1 from changing “too much”
at once (ηmin ≤ dti+1/dti ≤ ηmax). For ηmax and ηmin, we used values such as 1.2
and 0.8, respectively, as safeguards to guarantee that the adaptive stepper is able to
converge. This type of error control strategy is discussed in Chapter II.4 of Hairer,
Norsett and Wanner [50]. Since we’re using a two-step time-stepping scheme, for the
first time-step, we use a one-step IMEX scheme, i.e. (12) with ω = 0, which has an
LTE ∼ O(dt2) along with error control that uses p = 2 in (19) and the extrapolation
formula un+1 = 2uf − uc.
Above, we described the time-stepping for a single ODE according to the steps
presented above. Given the system of ODEs that would arise from spatially discretiz-
ing a parabolic PDE, we use the same approach but define the local truncation error
using the norm of u. In our simulations, we chose the l2 norm.
2.4. Spatial Discretization. The geometry is divided into a non-uniform mesh,
with x ∈ [0, 1] and parameterized via
(20) x(s) : [0, 1]→ [0, 1],
so that xi := x(si), 0 = x1 < x2 < ... < xN = 1 and dx(i) := x(si+1) − x(si) where
si = (i−1) ds, i = 1, 2, ..., N and ds = 1/(N−1). The function x(s) may, for example,
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be piecewise linear with smaller slopes near the endpoints x = 0, 1 and a large slope
around x = 1/2. This would result in a piecewise uniform mesh that is finer near the
endpoints. Alternatively, one might use a logistic function, for example, to create a
mesh with smoothly varying nonuniformity as in
(21) x(si) =

0 i = 1
1
1+e−γ(si−
1
2
)
i = 2, ..., N − 1
1 i = N.
The larger the value of γ, the finer the mesh near the endpoints. In practice, we used
a piecewise constant mesh with three or five regions of uniform mesh.
For the discussion of spatial discretization of the parabolic PDE, we refer to a
generic continuity equation ut = − (J(u, ux, x))x . When applied to (1), u = c± and
J(u, ux, x) = −c±,x−z± c± φx. The function u(·, t) on the interval is approximated by
a vector u(t) ∈ RN with ui(t) ≈ u(xi, t). At internal nodes, the flux is approximated
using a second-order center-differencing scheme
(22)
dui
dt
≈ (ut)
∣∣
xi
= (J(u, ux, x))
∣∣
xi
≈
J(u, ux, x)
∣∣
xi+1/2
− J(u, ux, x)
∣∣
xi−1/2
xi+1/2 − xi−1/2 ,
where xi+1/2 is the midpoint of [xi, xi+1] and the approximations
(23) ui±1/2 ≈ ui±1 + ui
2
, ux
∣∣
xi−1/2
≈ ui − ui−1
dxi−1
, and ux
∣∣
xi+1/2
≈ ui+1 − ui
dxi
are used. At the boundary nodes, we use a three-node, second-order approximation
for ux. For example, the approximation at the left hand boundary is
(24) ux
∣∣
x=0
≈ − 2dx1 + dx2
dx1 (dx1 + dx2)
u1 +
dx1 + dx2
dx1dx2
u2 − dx1
dx2 (dx1 + dx2)
u3.
For the spatial discretization of the elliptic PDE (2) in the interior, we again use
a three point center-differencing scheme
(25)
2ui+1
dxi (dxi + dxi−1)
− 2ui
dxi dxi−1
+
2ui−1
dxi−1 (dxi + dxi−1)
≈ uxx
∣∣
xi
= f(xi)
where u = −φ/2 and f = (z+ c+ + z− c−)/2. On the boundaries x = 0, 1, we use
a left or right-handed three point stencil to approximate the first derivatives in the
boundary conditions (8)–(9).
Bazant and coworkers (i.e. in [16] and [17]), used a Chebyshev pseudospectral
spatial discretization in their work, where we use a finite difference discretization.
We wrote and tested a Chebyshev spectral version of the code using the chebfun
package [51, 52] and found that, while the spectral and finite difference codes gave
nearly identical results, the finite difference code ran orders of magnitude faster than
the spectral code when using the same time-stepping scheme.
2.5. Boundary Conditions. For the semi-implicit schemes (11) and (12), a
natural first approach to the boundary conditions on the flux of c+, (4)–(5), would
be to handle the linear term of the flux implicitly and to extrapolate both the flux
constraint function and the nonlinear term in the flux forward to time tn+1. For the
boundary condition (5) this yields
(26) − (c+,x)n+1N − (1 + ω)(c+φx)nN + ω(c+φx)n−1N = (1 + ω)Gn − ωGn−1
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where
(27) Gn = 4kc,c (c+)
n
N e
−0.5 ∆φright − 4 jr,c e0.5 ∆φright with ∆φright = v(tn)− φnN
and Gn−1 is defined analogously. The boundary conditions (4) and (3) are discretized
analogously. The equations for the discretized boundary conditions and the time-
stepping equations at the interior nodes are then simultaneously solved for cn+1± . We
refer to this approach as the “direct” method of handling the boundary conditions.
We found that using the “direct method” for boundary conditions yields un-
desirable properties for the simulation of the PNP-FBV system. For example, the
simulation is not second-order accurate in time when the SBDF2 time-stepper (11) is
used. Further, we cannot take the tolerance to be arbitrarily small in the VSSBDF2
adaptive time-stepper [26, 53]. For this reason, we used an alternative approach for
the boundary conditions. We refer to it as the “ghost point” method (see Section
1.4 of Thomas [54]), since it assumes the PDEs (1) hold at x = 0, 1 and uses the
same time-stepping scheme as at the internal nodes. Applying the PDEs at x1 and
xN requires the flux at neighbouring points; in a true ghost point method this flux
would be located at “ghost points” outside the computational domain: x0 and xN+1.
Instead, we use the flux at x1 and xN ; there are no points outside the computational
domain. For example, the spatially discretized PDE for c+ at x = 0 is the ODE
(28)
∂c+
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x=0
=
(c+,x + c+ φx)
∣∣
x=dx1/2
− F (t)
dx1/2
.
For the semi-implicit time-stepping schemes, (11) and (12), we treated the c+,x
term implicitly (like g) and extrapolated the c+ φx and F (t) terms (like f). We found
that using the ghost point method for the boundary conditions yields a method that
is second-order accurate in time, when the (constant-time-step) SBDF2 time-stepper
(11) is used, and the tolerance could be taken to be as small as we desired, near to
round-off, in the VSSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper [26, 53].
For the implicit schemes (14)–(15), we used the ghost point method as well. The
terms on the right-hand side of (28) were all handled implicitly (like g).
2.6. Time-stepping the Parabolic-Elliptic System. The PNP-FBV system
has 2 parabolic PDEs (1), one elliptic PDE (2), and may have one ODE (10). We
now describe how to time-step this system in a way that the global truncation error
is O(dt2) when we take constant time-steps (dtold = dtnow = dt). We present the case
when a current is imposed and so the ODE (10) needs to be time-stepped along with
the PDEs.
2.6.1. Using the Semi-Implicit Schemes SBDF2 and VSSBDF2. The
potential φ appears in the term (c± φx)x in (1) and in the boundary conditions (3)–
(5). If the semi-implicit schemes SBDF2 (11) or VSSBDF2 (12) are used to time-step
the parabolic PDEs then these terms involving φ are extrapolated forward; the new
concentrations can be computed using the old potentials. The new potential can
be then be computed using the new concentrations. Figure 2 presents this splitting
scheme for the first and second (and subsequent) time-steps. The initial value φx(1, 0)
is denoted φ1x and, throughout the article, φ
n
x denotes the approximation of φx(1, t
n).
The initial data c±(x, 0) is discretized resulting in initial vectors c1+, c
1
− ∈ RN . Given
c1± and φ
1
x, we solve the elliptic PDE to determine φ
1 ∈ RN . Using the one-step semi-
implicit scheme (13) on the parabolic PDEs (1) and the ODE (10), we determine c2±
and φ2x. Given c
2
± and φ
2
x, we solve the elliptic PDE to determine φ
2. (11) or (12) is
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Fig. 2: A diagram of the first three time levels for the semi-implicit schemes. c1± and φ
1
x
are the initial conditions, which are used by the elliptic solver to generate φ1. (Throughout
the article, φnx denotes the approximation of φx(1, t
n).) c1±, φ
1
x, and φ
1 are then used to
take a step using (13), creating c2± and φ
2
x. These are then used to generate φ
2. c1±, φ
1
x,
φ1, c2±, φ
2
x, and φ
2 are used in a two-step scheme, (11) or (12), to create c3± and φ
3
x which
are then used to create φ3.
then applied to determine c3± and φ
3
x; φ
3 is then solved for, using c3± and φ
3
x. And
so forth. It is important that φn+1 be solved for using cn+1± and φ
n+1
x ; not doing so
reduces the global truncation error from O(dt2) to O(dt). Furthermore, because φn
at time tn is determined from the other quantities at time tn the elliptic equation
does not factor into the computation of the approximate local truncation error during
adaptive time-stepping.
2.6.2. Using the Implicit Schemes BDF2 and VSBDF2. If implicit time-
stepping is used, problem is viewed as a system of DAEs and the 3N unknowns
cn+1+ , c
n+1
− , and φ
n+1 are simultaneously solved for. If there’s an applied current,
rather than an applied voltage, then φn+1x is also solved for, and so there are 3N + 1
unknowns.
The parabolic PDEs (1) result in 2N equations. The ghost-point method uses
the Butler-Volmer boundary conditions, (4)–(5) — the fluxes F (t) and G(t) are taken
at time tn+1. The elliptic PDE (2) and its boundary conditions (8)–(9) are applied
at time tn+1 as well; this provides an additional N equations. In the case of current
boundary conditions, (10) provides the final required equation.
The 3N equations are rewritten as F(c+, c−,φ) = ~0 where F : R3N → R3N ; the
function F implicitly depends on the known quantities cn±, φn, cn−1± , and φn−1. We
use the Newton–Raphson method to find approximate solutions of the 3N nonlinear
equations, thus determining cn+1+ , c
n+1
− , and φ
n+1. We extrapolate the previous
solutions to provide a first guess: (1 + ω)φn − ωφn−1 and so forth. If a current is
imposed then the natural generalization is made to determine the 3N + 1 unknowns.
We stopped the iterations when ‖F(c+, c−,φ)‖ < 10−10; we found that the av-
erage value of ‖F‖ at the final iterate was 10−11. For comparision, when we used
MATLAB’s fsolve routine, rather than our Newton-Raphson subroutine, the code
ran slightly slower and the average value of ‖F‖ at the final iterate continued to be
10−11.
3. Simulations of the PNP-FBV Equations. Table 1 presents the results
from convergence testing performed on the PNP-FBV system using both the SBDF2
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and BDF2 numerical schemes. For these convergence tests, we considered current,
rather than voltage boundary conditions, which requires time-stepping the additional
ODE (10). The results demonstrate that both schemes are at least second-order
accurate.
dt Ratios (SBDF2) Ratios (BDF2)
0.00005 4.0951 4.0720
0.00005/2 4.0504 4.0348
0.00005/4 4.0260 4.0170
0.00005/8 4.0132 4.0084
0.00005/16 4.0066 4.0042
Table 1: Convergence tests on PNP-FBV system (1)–(9) with current boundary conditions
(10) and an imposed external current jext = 0.5. All model parameters were set to 1 except
 = 0.01. For each method, we compute seven solutions on a uniform mesh dx = 1/30 up to
time T = .001, using equation (13) for the first time-step of the SBDF2 scheme and equation
(16) for the first time-step of the BDF2 scheme. The ith solution, denoted ui = [c+,i; c−,i],
is computed using dt = 0.0001/2i. That is ui ∈ R2(N+1)×Rni where ni = 10× 2i + 1 and
u
ni
i ∈ R2(N+1) approximates the solution at the final time T . The discrete solutions ui
at the final time T = .001 are used to define the ratios: ‖unii − u
ni+1
i+1 ‖/‖u
ni+1
i+1 − u
ni+2
i+2 ‖
with the l2 norm. Ratios approaching 4 indicate second order accuracy in time. While we
only show 5 values of dt in the table, runs with dt = 0.00005/32 and dt = 0.00005/64 were
necessary to create the ratios.
As discussed in the companion paper [1], the addition of a Richardson extrapo-
lation step provides a stabilizing effect to the time-stepper, which, though valuable
in practice, is not useful in demonstrating the stability constraints of the VSSBDF2
scheme. Therefore, unless noted otherwise, the simulations presented in the rest of
this section do not use Richardson extrapolation in the adaptive time-stepper. Specif-
ically, in step 5 described in Subsection 2.3, un+1 was taken to equal un+1c .
Figure 3 considers an initial value problem for the PNP-FBV system (1)–(9) with
constant imposed voltage. The initial data is fixed, as are all the other physical
parameters. Solutions are computed using the VSSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper (left
plot) and using the VSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper (right plot).
The top figure on the left demonstrates that, after a short transient, the solution
found by the VSSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper initially decays exponentially quickly
to a numerical steady state. However, once the solution is within (approximately)
10−7 of the steady-state solution, this convergence ends and the computed solution
stays about 10−7 away from the steady state. The middle figure on the left demon-
strates that the VSSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper is keeping the (approximate) local
truncation error (17) within the user-specified range of (tol − range, tol + range).
The bottom figure on the left demonstrates that the time-step size initially increases
exponentially fast and after a while it decreases and stabilizes; we denote the value
that it stabilizes to as dt∞. The dashed line in the bottom figure on the left is the
stability threshold found by the linear stability analysis presented in Section 4 of the
companion article [1]; we denote this value as dt∗. This simulation demonstrates that
the VSSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper appears to eventually stabilize at a time-step
size that is precisely the stability threshold. The top left plot presents the deviation
from the numerical steady state c+,ss. The numerical steady state, c±,ss and φss,
satisfies the discretized version of 0 = c±,xx + z± (c± φx) and (2). The numerical
steady state was found by first computing an initial value problem using the VSS-
BDF2 adaptive time-stepper and then repeating the computation using the SBDF2
time-stepper with a (fixed) time-step size that is less than the value dt∞ found by
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Fig. 3: PNP-FBV system (1)–(9) with constant voltage v(t) = 2,  = .05, and all other
physical parameters set to 1. The initial data is c±(x, 0) = 1+.1 sin(2pix) and φx(1, 0) = 0.
For the simulation, N = 90. L1 = L2 = L3 = 1/3, with tol = 10−6, range = tol/3, and
dtmax = 1. In the three plots on the left side of the figure, the (implicit-explicit) VSSBDF2
adaptive time-stepper is used, and in the three plots on the right hand of the figure, the
(fully implicit) VSBDF2 time-stepper is used. Note that in the right plots, circle markers
are used after the time-step size dt reaches dtmax, and also that the left plots shows data
up to t = 1.5, where the right plots show data up to t = 20. Top plot: The logarithm of
the maximum deviation of the computed solution c+ from the steady state c+,ss at each
moment in time: log(‖cn+ − c+,ss‖∞). Deviations of c− and φ from the corresponding
steady state profiles behave similarly. Middle plot: The logarithm of the approximate
local truncation error, (17). The dashed lines in both plots indicate log(tol ± range).
Bottom plot: Time-step size, dt, plotted versus time. The dashed line in the left plot
indicates the stability threshold dt∗ = 3.1000 10−3 computed using the linear stability
analysis presented in Section 4 of the companion paper [1]. The dashed line in the right
plot indicates the maximum step-size dtmax.
the adaptive time-stepper. We find that a long-time simulation using fixed time-steps
results in a solution that relaxes to a steady-state solution as long as the time-steps
are taken to be smaller than dt∞. We use the solution at a late time as the numerical
steady-state solution. If one then plots the logarithm of the deviation of the SBDF2
solutions from this steady state, one sees exponentially fast convergence in time and
with the deviation decreasing approximately to round-off (10−14).
The plots to the right in Figure 3 used the adaptive time-stepper based on the
fully implicit VSBDF2 scheme (15). The bottom plot on the right demonstrates
that the time-step increases exponentially until it reaches the user-specified dtmax;
the time-step is held at this value for the duration of the simulation. The middle
plot on the right demonstrates that the (approximate) local truncation error stays
within the user-specified range of (tol − range, tol + range) until the time when the
time-step is held fixed at dtmax. Once the time-step is held fixed at dtmax, the error
control mechanism is no longer in play — the local truncation error begins to decay
to around 10−11 and then stays around this value. Similarly, the top plot on the right
demonstrates that the deviation from the steady state initially decreases exponentially
fast, lingers around 10−7 for a bit, and then decreases to around 10−11. The deviations
don’t decrease to 10−14 as they did for the SBDF2 simulation because the VSBDF2
adaptive time-stepper uses an iterative nonlinear solver and this solver is only solving
the equations up to a tolerance of about 10−11.
We find that we need to handle the full DAE system implicitly. Specifically, if
we use a scheme in which the parabolic PDEs are stepped with the fully implicit
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method (VSBDF2) but the elliptic PDE is stepped using the semi-implicit method
(VSSBDF2) then the observed behaviour is similar to that shown in the plots to
the left in Figure 3. This is in contrast with some other work; for example in [55]
the authors have a nonlinear diffusion equation they time-step using BDF methods
however they extrapolate the diffusivity coefficient forward in time, to avoid the need
for a nonlinear solve, but find that their time-stepper remains unconditionally stable.
3.1. Parameter choice and observed numerical behaviour. When com-
puting solutions of the PNP-FBV system with time-independent voltage or current,
we find that if we use the SBDF2 time-stepper with (fixed) dt > dt∗ then, after a tran-
sient, the computed solutions grow exponentially fast. If we use a (fixed) dt < dt∗
then, after a transient, the solution eventually converges exponentially fast to the
steady state and the local truncation error decays exponentially fast to zero (round-
off).
If, instead, we use the VSSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper then as the solution starts
to converge to the steady state, the time-steps are taken larger and larger in order
to keep the local truncation error within the interval (tol − range, tol + range). If
the maximum allowed time-step size, dtmax, is smaller than dt
∗ then there is no
thresholding due to numerical instability; in this case, dt increases to dtmax and is
then held constant and the local truncation error is no longer constrained to stay in
the interval (tol− range, tol+ range). As a result, the solution continues to converge
to the steady state and the local truncation error decays exponentially to zero. If,
however, dtmax > dt
∗ then once the time-step size increases past dt∗, the unstable
eigenmode(s) of the underlying linearized problem start to grow exponentially and
this growth stops the solution from converging to the steady state. It may happen
that the time-step size transiently reaches and is held at dtmax in which case the local
truncation error may transiently decrease below tol − range.
3.2. Response to Time-dependent Forcing. We next considered the PNP-
FBV system with time-dependent voltage boundary conditions. The voltage was
chosen to be nearly piecewise constant in time; there are fast steps in the voltage
at three times as shown in the left plot of Figure 4. Before the first voltage step,
the solution is relaxing to the steady state corresponding to zero voltage. After this
voltage step, the solution relaxes to the steady state corresponding to v(t) = 1. After
each voltage step, the solution relaxes to the relevant steady state. The time-steps
chosen by the VSSBDF2 adaptive stepper are shown in the right plot of Figure 4.
After an initial transient, where the time-steps are as small as 10−6, the time-steps
stabilize. In response to each voltage step, the time-steps decrease by several orders
of magnitude after which they stabilize. This is a demonstration of the value of
adaptive time-stepping versus constant time-steps: a constant step method would
require step sizes of 10−5 to resolve the imposed voltage v(t) used here, whereas the
VSSBDF2 adaptive stepper has step sizes larger than 10−2 for most of the duration
of the simulation and the VSBDF2 adaptive stepper has time-steps that can reach
dtmax if there is a large enough time between sudden changes in the the voltage or
current.
In all of our simulations, we found that if there was a sufficiently long period
of time during which either the voltage or the current were held constant then the
solution would converge to the corresponding steady state and the time-step sizes
would stabilize to a limiting value, which we denote by dt∞. (To approximate dt∞, we
average 100 sequential time-steps at the end of the period of constant voltage/current.)
As Figure 4 demonstrates, dt∞ depends on the applied voltage (or on the applied
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current). We also found that dt∞ does not depend on the parameters tol and range
in the adaptive timestepper.
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Fig. 4: PNP-FBV system (1)–(9) with uniform mesh dx = 1/90, tol = 1e-6, range = tol/3,
all model parameters set to 1 except  = 0.5. The initial data for the concentrations is
c±(x, 0) = 1 + .1 sin(2pix). The left plot shows the time-dependent voltage v(t). The
voltage is a sharp transition from 0 to 1 at time t = 10, modeled by the equation v(t) =
(tanh(1000(t − 10)) + 1)/2. The centre plot presents the time-step sizes as a function
of time for the implicit-explicit scheme (solid line) and the fully implicit scheme (dashed
line). The right plot presents the time step sizes as a function of time for the fully implicit
scheme (solid line) and the implicit-explicit scheme (dashed line). The dotted lines in the
centre and right figures correspond to dt∗ = 0.0250, 0.0223, 0.0191, and 0.0158; they are
the stability thresholds found using the linear stability analysis presented in Section 4 of
the companion paper.
3.3. Effect of the Singular Perturbation Parameter. Next, we consider
the singular perturbation parameter, , which controls the dynamics of the boundary
layers near the electrodes in the PNP-FBV system (2). Figure 5 presents some steady-
state solutions for PNP-FBV system (1)–(9) with current boundary conditions (10).
The figure on the left presents the steady-state concentration of the positive species,
c+(x), for three values of . The smaller the value of , the thinner the transition
layer near x = 0 and x = 1 is. The figure on the right presents the corresponding
steady-state potential, φ(x). For relatively small values of , we found that if one
decreases  by a factor of a then the limiting time-step size, dt∞, decreases by roughly
a2; see Table 2.
By taking small enough time-steps, the VSSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper is able
to run with small values of . Furthermore, although it is more computationally
expensive, the VSBDF2 adaptive time-stepper is able to take arbitrarily large time-
steps for equilibrated solutions, regardless of the value of . Previous work on time-
dependent solutions to the PNP-FBV system [23, 56] took comparably large values,
 ≥ 10−3, whereas in principle we are able to simulate with any value of . The
adaptiveness of the time-stepper allowed us to numerically explore certain standard
experimental protocols, such as linear sweep voltammetry, in which a time-dependent
voltage or current is applied [57].
4. Conclusions and Future Work. In this work, we considered the Poisson-
Nernst-Planck equations with generalized Frumkin-Butler-Volmer reaction kinetics
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Fig. 5: Steady-state solutions for PNP-FBV system (1)–(9) with current boundary condi-
tions (10). The imposed external current is jext(t) = 0.5. The simulations were run until
time t = 5; the profiles at that time are shown here. Three values of  were used. For
 = 0.1, 0.01, a uniform-in-space mesh was used with dx = 1/90. For  = 0.001, a piecewise
uniform-in-space mesh was used with dx = 1/600 in [0, 0.1] and [0.9, 1] and dx = 1/75
in [0.1, 0.9]. Left figure: concentration of positive species, c+, versus x. Right figure:
potential, φ, versus x.
 dt∞ dt∞/2
0.1 0.0257 2.57
0.01 0.000241 2.41
0.001 3.70× 10−6 3.70
10−4 2.48× 10−8 2.48
10−5 2.25× 10−10 2.25
10−6 2.37× 10−12 2.37
Table 2: The PNP-FBV system (1)–(9) are simulated with the applied voltage v(t) = 0. Six
values of  are considered. We denote the limiting timestep size chosen by the VSSBDF2
adaptive stepper by dt∞. dt∞ was computed by averaging the time-step sizes over 100
sequential time-steps chosen late in the simulation.
at the electrodes. We developed a solver that dynamically chooses the time-step size
so that the local truncation error is within user-specified bounds. The spatial dis-
cretization can be nonuniform, allowing for the finer mesh needed near the electrodes
to resolve the boundary layers. Adaptive time-stepping allows the solver to choose
small time-steps during the initial transient period during which the boundary layers
may be forming quickly in response to the boundary conditions, and also allows one
to more efficiently study physical situations in which the imposed voltage or current
have sudden, fast changes.
We considered two adaptive time-stepping schemes in this work. The implicit-
explicit VSSBDF2 scheme was shown to have a stability constraint which causes its
time-step sizes to stabilize to a limiting value in the long-time limit of constant voltage
or current, whereas the fully implicit VSBDF2 time-stepper was found to have no such
stability constraint. However, the fully implicit scheme requires a computationally
expensive nonlinear solve at each time-step, resulting in far longer computation time
per step. The stability behaviour of the implicit-explicit scheme can be understood
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by linearizing the numerical scheme about the steady state, and is fully explored in
the companion article [1].
As demonstrated in Table 2, the constraint on the time-step size for VSSBDF2
is roughly on the order of 2 as  → 0. This implies that there will be a break-even
point. In some regimes the VSSBDF2 scheme will be faster while in other regimes
the VSBDF2 scheme will be faster despite being significantly slower per time-step.
Appendix A. Derivation of the Local Truncation Error Formula and
the Extrapolation Formula.
In this appendix, the error approximation and extrapolation formula used in
Subsection 2.2 is derived. We consider time-stepping the ODE du/dt = f(u) + g(u)
where the value of u at time n+ 1 is given by (12). Making the substitutions un+1 =
u(t+dtnow) and u
n−1 = u(t−dtold) and performing a multivariable Taylor expansion
about t, the local truncation error is found to take the form
LTE = (u′(t)− f(u(t))− g(u(t))) dtnow + (u′′(t)− f ′(u(t))u′(t)− g′(u(t))u′(t)) dt2now
+
(
1
2
f ′′(u(t))u′(t)2 +
1
2
f ′(u(t))u′′(t)− 1
6
u(3)(t))
)
dtold dt
2
now
+
(
−1
2
g′′(u(t))u′(t)2 − 1
2
g′(u(t))u′′(t) +
1
3
u(3)(t)
)
dt3now +O(dt
4)
(29)
where O(dt4) denotes terms where dtnow and dtold combined appear four or more
times. If u(t) is a thrice-differentiable solution, the dtnow and dt
2
now terms vanish and
the cubic term can be simplified, resulting in
LTE =
(
1
2
f ′′(u(t))u′(t)2 +
1
2
f ′(u(t))u′′(t)− 1
6
u(3)(t)
)
dtolddt
2
now
+
(
−1
2
g′′(u(t))u′(t)2 − 1
2
g′(u(t))u′′(t) +
1
3
u(3)(t)
)
dt3now +O(dt
4)
(30)
=
(
1
3
u(3)(t)− 1
2
g′′(u(t))u′(t)2 − 1
2
g′(u(t))u′′(t)
)
dt2now (dtnow + dtold) +O(dt
4).
(31)
This means that if u(3)(t) is bounded, the local truncation error for the coarse step is
(32) c = u
n+1
c − u(tn+1) ≈ Cdt2now (dtnow + dtold)
To find the local truncation error for un+1f , we find the local truncation error for u
n+ 12
f
by replacing dtnow and dtold in (32) by
dtnow
2 and
dtold
2 , respectively. We then find the
local truncation error for un+1f by setting both dtnow and dtold to
dtnow
2 . Adding these
local truncation errors yields the LTE for un+1f ,
(33) f = u
n+1
f − u(tn+1) ≈
Cdt2now (dtnow + dtold)
8
+ C
dt3now
4
Using equations (32) and (33), we can approximate C using uc, uf , dtnow and dtold
and then use this approximation in (32), resulting in
(34) c ≈ uc − uf5
8dt
3
now +
7
8dt
2
nowdtold
dt2now (dtnow + dtold)
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Finally, we subtract c from u
n+1
c to create a more accurate approximation of u(t
n+1).
This results in the extrapolation formula u(tn+1) ≈ un+1c −c = αun+1c +βun+1f where
(35) α = − dtold + 3 dtnow
7 dtold + 5 dtnow
, β = 8
dtold + dtnow
7 dtold + 5 dtnow
.
We note that if the time-stepping scheme is fully-implicit, this corresponds to
setting f(u) = 0 in the above. In this case, (31) is replaced by
LTE = −1
6
(
g′′(u(t))u′(t)2 + g′(u(t))u′′(t)
)
dt2now (dtnow + dtold) +O(dt
4)
but there are no resulting changes to equations (32)–(35).
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